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Abst rac t - -A  new method is proposed for an a*=curate solution of nearly singular systems of linear 
equations. The method uses the truncated singular value decomposition f the initial coefficient 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
There are various direct and iterative approaches to solve square systems of l inear algebraic 
equations 
Ax = b, (1) 
where A is an m x m coefficients' matr ix and x and b are vectors of unknowns and r ight-hand 
sides, correspondingly. Unfortunately, existing methods may lead to inaccurate solution of (1) 
where matr ix A is ill conditioned, The latter happens rather frequently in physics, engineering, 
and other branches of science. Solving (1) with standard software, the following warning: "results 
for solution of i l l -conditioned matr ix may contain significant numerical error", often appears. The 
obvious method of overcoming this problem is to scale matrix A appropriately. However, " . . .  the 
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scaling of equations and unknowns must proceed on a problem-by-problem basis, general scaling 
strategies are unreliable" [1]. 
Another approach to solution of (1) is to consider the problem as a particular case of the 
least squares (LS) problem: nfinx I IAx  - b l l2 .  This reformulation allows one to adopt various 
numerical techniques typical of LS problems [21. These techniques are mostly based on various 
rank revealing decompositions of matrix A. Among them, the singular value decomposition 
(SVD) is the most general and reliable. The SVD of the coefficients' matrix takes the form 
A = vxu  r = ~ ~,:v,:u/, (2) 
i=1 
where 2 is an m × m diagonal matrix of singular values al _> a2 _> - "  _> a.~ > 0 and V and U 
are square matrices formed of left (ui) and right (vi) singular vectors. By using (2), the solution 
of (1) takes the form 
m 
x = <% (v /b )  (3) 
i=1 
The weak point of the SVD solution is the inaccm'ate computation of small singular values. 
"What to do with small but significant singular values is a difficult and unsolved problem" [3]. 
However, the small singular values are inherent in the SVD of badly conditioned matrices and, 
consequently, solution (3) may not be accurate. 
Intuition suggests that existing algorithms collapse in solving ill-conditioned problems at some 
stage where "nearness" of the initial coefficient matrix columns (rows) becomes cruciah The al- 
gorithm presented in this work is an attempt o bypass computations in the "dangerous domains" 
and to provide art accurate solution to the problem. 
2. THE ALGORITHM 
Let the following "dangerous" small singular values be neglected in the SVD solution: 
t~ > O'n+ 1 ~_~ O'n+ 2 ~> " ' "  ~> O" m.  (4) 
Then (3) takes the form 
Xl : ~ a~-lui (vTb) .  (5) 
i=1 
Parameter e defines version of the truncated SVD (TSVD). The TSVD solution (5) is widely used 
as a regularized LS problem solution [4]. For the purpose of this paper, however, solution (5) is 
not accurate nough. It may be pin-pointed in the following way. 
Let the matrices of the left and right singular vectors of the TSVD be designated as V1 = 
[V l , . . .  , Vr} ] and  U 1 = [U l , . . .  , Un] , then  their or thogona l  complements  a re  I~, 2 = [~rn+ 1. . . . .  ~'m] =- 
v, (~) and 52 = [an+,,...a.d- u~ 1/, correspondingly. Columns of matrices V'2 and [72 span 
nullspaces of matrices 1717- and U~. Instead of using singular vectors of the full SVD corresponding 
to neglected singular values, it is preferable to compute orthonormal sets "~n+~,...,'~m and 
flu+l,. • •, tim on the base of "good" matrices V1T and U[ .  It may be carried out in various ways 
as shown in the next section. 
Splitting the unknowns in (2) as follows: 
x = U~zl + (r2z2 (6) 
and multiplying (1) by IV1,1)2] T from the left, (1) takes the form 
0 z2 = b2 ' (7) 
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in whMr 
bl : VTb ,  b2 = "v~rb. 
The new system of linear equations (7) is solved independently for zl anti z2. 
corresponds to the TSVD solution discussed above, 
(s) 
\ ,~ ' ( : to r  z I 
Ulzl = xl (9) 
and vector z2 is computed from the following equation: 
Cz2 = b2. (10) 
This may be done by using the Gaussian Elimination (GE) procedure. It is important o note 
that an m - n x m - n matrix C is well conditioned in contrast .o mt~trix A. Inde(~d, the singular 
values of nratrix C are the neglected small singular values of matrix A: 
C = ~AU2 = ~T [V1,V2ldiag(gl,... ,am)[U1,U2]Tg?2 
= (f/:2TVu) diag(~n+l,...,~,~) (U:O.e) , ( l l )  
in which 172 = [v~+l , . . . ,  v,~] and/72 = [U~+l,. . . ,  u,~]. Since matrices in the par(mtheses on the 
right-hand side of (11) are orthogonal, dmn the right-hand side of (11) is the SVD of matrix C. 
Consequently, designating the 2-norm condition number as ~;~, we have: 
n2(A) = IIAII2 [IA-tI[2 = cq~a' ,  (12) 
~(c)  = IICll~ I Ic '112 - ~,,+,<;,~, (~:~) 
and 
~2(C) _ ~,~+~ < c~i_~ << ~. (t4) 
n2(A) ~, 
3. IMPLEMENTATION 
The proposed scheme for solving ill-conditioned square systems of' linear equations consists of 
three steps. 
1. Compute the TSVD: crt . . . .  , an, U1, V1. 
2. Compute U2 = null(U~) and I~2 : null(V1 r )  and C. 
3. Compute solution of (10) and to obtain the final answer by using (6). 
Every step nray be carried out by using such standard software packages as Mathem~tti(:a [5] 
(,r Matlab [61, for example. Both programs are based on dm Linpack 1)ackage [31. There is 
a difference between Mathematica nd Matlab in the location of the nullspace for the second 
step of the proposed scheme. Matlab's "null" procedure uses Linpack's QR decomposition with 
Householder reflectors [3, Chapter 9], while Mathematica's nmnerical "NullSpace" procedure uses 
Linpack's SVD [3, Chapter 11]. 
4. TEST  
Consider 14 x 14 Hilbert matrix: H.tj = 1/(i + j - 1), i , j  = 1, . . . ,14.  Let this matrix be 
designated as H14 ~ in decimal notation with precision of 16 digits. ,,rrn~14 is a singular matrix since 
it is possible to calculate its nontrivial nullspace. This means that H 16 is unacceptable for testing. l,l 
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Table 1. bl = {1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0}. 

























































Table 2. b14 = {0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0, 1}. 

























































However, the precision of 17 digits (available by Mathematica)  leads to the following nonsingular 
and very i l l -conditioned matr ix  H~4 ~which is acceptable for testing: n2 (H~4 ~) ~ 1019. 
17 The test ing strategy was to solve equation H14xi = b~ for various bi. Particularly, solutions 
were obtained for 14 r.h.s, vectors: b~ = {0,. . . ,0,1(i) ,0,. . . ,0}, i = 1 , . . . ,14 .  In other words, 
the inverse (Hl~) -1 was computed. 
Tables 1 and 2 present solutions for bz and b14 typical of the rest of r ight-hand sides. The 
first column of the tables shows exact solution for exact matr ix  H14 obtained in integers. The 
second column presents olution for H147 in accordance with the proposed scheme (e = 10-s).  
The third and the fourth columns present GE (with partial pivoting) and SVD solutions for H147, 
correspondingly. All computat ions were carried out in Mathemat ica  2.2. 
Taking into account hat  the considered Hilbert matr ix  belongs to the class of Cauehy matrices 
for which fast and accurate solution procedures have been developed [7], it is reasonable to use 
for test ing some matr ix  which does not enjoy Cauchy structure. The following 14 x 14 matr ix  
(given by rows) was used: 
F ={{1/9 ,1 /12 ,1 /15 ,  
{1 /13 ,1 /16 ,1 /19 ,  
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The appropr iate test results for this matr ix are given in Tables 3 arid 4. rI'hough the exact 
solution in the first column of Tables 3 and 4 are given in decimal notation, the, v were obtained 
actual ly in integers and complex final fractions were presented in decimal notation. 
Table 3. bl = {1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,(},0,0.0.0,0}. 
Exact Solution Proposed Scheme Gaussian Elimination SVD 
3.49297 El i  
-5.83512 E l2  
3.36406 E l2  
13.2278 
6.86703 E9 
-1.29412 E l2  
7.21593 El2 




















- 1.05724 l£8 
8.92367 E9 
4.89854 1£9 
























1.57392 El l  
-4.08904 E8 
5. D ISCUSSION 
Numerical  tests show excellent accuracy of the proposed scheme while tradit ional approaches 
('ollapse. Since the proposed scheme consists of several steps which include the standard num(uical 
procedures as SVD, QR decomposit ion, GE, then the general backward stabilitlq analysis leans for 
support  on the corresponding analyses of every procedure used. They may be found in [1,2,8]. 
The accuracy, or small foravard error, of the proposed scheme is due to the use of TSVD instead 
of SVD at the first step and a well-conditioned matr ix C at the last, step. 
The proposed scheme is rich in computations. This is a payment for its accuracy. On the other 
hand, this scheme is easily implemented by the public domain software. The latter m~W b('~ an 
attract ive and crucial merit  for solving i l l-conditioned systems practically. 
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Table 4. b14 ={0,0,0,0,0,  O,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1}. 
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